
Roller degrading during testing – shows 

carbon dust falling from the roller due to the 

bearing housing spinning around the adapter. 

Misaligned indicator marks 

highlight the bearing 

rotating in the tube 

revealing poor swage.  

Press-in ‘spider’ 

inserts commonly 

degrade and 

fracture in various 

applications.  

 

 

 

CASE STUDY:  

BELT CONVEYOR SNUB ROLLERS 
 

THE PROBLEM: A leading Conveyor Manufacturer approached FRANTZ stating they are experiencing significant 

downtime in a large distribution center with chronic Snub / Snubber Roller issues over several years.  The 

conveyor company standardized on a metal housed ABEC 6205 bearing in high-speed belt conveyors and 

experienced numerous customer complaints.  Often, the snubber bearing would virtually ‘explode’ out of the 

roller tube and the tube would wear-through the frame rails!  Snubber rollers experience extreme forces due 

to misaligned belt tension and harmonic vibrations often fracturing the weld or weakening the roller crimp. 

This is commonly referred to the bearing ‘walking out’ of the tube. Over the course of three years, their 

engineers tried to solve the problem by switching out bearing types using various bearing suppliers attempting 

to eliminate customer dissatisfaction and to curtail significant maintenance and replacement costs.   

Ultimately, they reached out to FRANTZ.  
 

FRANTZ TESTING: The FRANTZ in-house test lab provides roller testing to 

assess useful roller life based on conveyor speed and weight limits.  In this 

case, load rating for the 46” length roller was 1,240 lbs. at 1,000 rpms. Over the 

years, FRANTZ has refined and perfected proprietary roller test equipment 

while developing new test equipment as bearing applications evolve.   This 

provides customers assurance FRANTZ bearings work effectively with their 

roller tube tolerances and other conveyor components. 
 

FRANTZ tested the manufacturer’s snub rollers in both straight and skewed set-ups, simulating belt pull forces 

and misalignment.  FRANTZ was able to confirm many issues realized in the field. Failures were directly related 

to bearing selection in their application.    
 

In addition to precision metal housed bearings, poly-housed ABEC 6205 

bearings were tested which also experienced extremely poor test results 

highlighting many snub rollers fail miserably in high-speed applications.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grease expulsion due to excessive 

vibrations and axle deflection causes 

excessive heat seizing the bearing.  



Insert Molded Isolator Sleeve and Hex Bushing –       

Static Discharging Polymer between core bearing and 

metal adapter allows for deflection during swage process 

to assure a secure tube fitment. 

FRANTZ SOLUTION: FRANTZ tested the client’s roller tube with FRANTZ GenStar® 5000 and 5100 ABEC 6005 

precision bearings designed for standard 2-1/2” x 11-gauge rollers.  FRANTZ bearings provided a minimum of 

over 2X life cycle performance and as much as 10X the cycle life in the tests when compared to competitor’s 

metal housed and poly-housed ABEC snubber roller bearings. These GenStar® bearings, unlike any in the 

industry, are uniquely designed with a fully integrated insert molded polymer Isolator Sleeve and hex bushing, 

encased within a metal adapter that allows for a secure swage fitment.  This quality fitment assures the 

bearing will remain properly seated in the roller tube for many years of useful life.  The lsolator Sleeve has 

proven to provide extreme shock loading and vibration dampening capabilities, isolating loads from damaging 

the core bearing’s rolling elements as well as assuring the bearing remains securely mated in the swage. 

Longer life is also achieved as excellent concentricity is achieved through the insert molding process. 
 

THE BENEFIT: Truer high-speed snub roller performance and fewer roller failures reduce conveyor down times.  

Additionally, tube reaming and counterboring is eliminated prior to the swaging process as you can rely on 

standard tube tolerances reducing overall roller cost. The crimping flexibility of the FRANTZ GenStar® 5000 

series makes this all possible. Lastly, FRANTZ can provide swage hydraulic tooling specifically engineered to 

the GenStar® 5000 series bearings for exact fitment. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Outcome: FRANTZ client’s lead engineer and quality assurance technician explained they performed their own 

test utilizing the FRANTZ GenStar® 5000 ABEC bearing in conjunction with their snub roller components.  Their 

study supported the FRANTZ findings.  The belt conveyor manufacturer immediately ordered FRANTZ GenStar® 

5000 precision bearings providing them with ‘peace-of-mind’ as costly field problems have been eliminated. 
 

Are you using all-metal or poly-housed ABEC precision bearings for your snub roller applications and 

experiencing catastrophic failure?  FRANTZ has a solution – alleviating field failures and excessive downtime. 
 

Inquire how FRANTZ can improve your snub roller performance – 

call customer service at 815.625.7063 or email at customerservice@frantz-mfg.com 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.frantz-mfg.com/Product%20Spec%20Sheets/5000%20GenStar%C2%AE%20Precision%20Bearing.pdf 

www.frantz-mfg.com 

Rigid Metal-on-Metal design with press-in insert allows 6205 

core bearing rolling elements to become compressed, does not 

allow vibration dampening, weakens fitment and degrades 

press-in insert.  

 

FRANTZ     vs.     The Competition 

FRANTZ #5000 with 6005 -2RS Core 

ABEC-1 Sealed Bearing                           

– Core Bearing Rated @ 2,260 lbs. 

Competitive Model with 

larger 6205 core bearing tight 

against its metal adapter 

Press-In 

Insert  
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